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CURRENT TOPIC

FLAME WEEDING
FOR AGRONOMIC CROPS

Prior to the 1950s, before modern herbicides became available, flame weeders were often used to
control weeds in cotton, sugar cane, grain sorghum, corn, and in orchards.  More recently, flame or
thermal weeding has resurfaced in parts of the U.S. as an alternative to chemical weed control.

Weeds are most susceptible to flame heat when they are young seedlings 1�2 inches tall or in the 3�5
leaf stage.  Broadleaf weeds are more susceptible to flaming than grasses.  Repeated flamings may be
necessary on grassy weeds for effective control.

Flame weeding can be used before and after germination of the crop.  Effective pre-emergent flaming
requires good timing.  The operation must be done after a flush of young weeds appears but ahead of
significant crop emergence.

Post-emergent flaming is accomplished either by cross-flaming or by parallel-flaming.  In cross-flaming,
burners are set on either side of the crop row, in a staggered pattern, with burners oriented perpen-
dicular to the row, so that the combined flames cover the entire drill area.  In parallel-flaming, burn-
ers are again set on either side of the row, but the flames are oriented parallel to the row.

Costs associated with flame weeding can vary.  Flamers have been built for $1,200 for an eight-row
unit (1) and $1,520 for a 12-row unit (2).  Commercial kits cost around $1,900 (the price for an eight-row
from Thermal Weed Control Systems).  These kits do not include hoses, a tank, or a tool bar.  It is more
cost-effective for growers to pick up these items locally from a gas dealer or salvage operation.

LP gas usage depends on ground speed but generally runs around 8�10 gallons per acre, according to
sources at Thermal Weed Control.  When compared to some herbicide treatments, flame weeding is
more economical.

A number of publications on flame cultivation are enclosed for your review.  Thermal Weed Control
Systems, Inc. (3) of Neillsville, WI, and Flame Engineering (4) of LaCrosse, KS, are two flame weeding
companies that can provide technical assistance and equipment.  They may also be able to put you in
touch with farmers who practice flame weeding.
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